
Resist Terrorism 

We condemn the wahabi Islamist terrorist attacks on common people by isis, aq, 
Taliban, Boka Haram, jmb, lit, hm et al in Iraq, Syria, Turkey, Yemen, Lebanon, 
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Bangladesh, India, France, Belgium, UK, USA, Kenya, Nigeria, 
Libya, Tunisia, Azerbaijan, China, Russia and elsewhere. These outfits were created by 
saudi arabia and its allies for pandemicization of its barbaric brand of anti-human and 
anti-civilization doctrines with the strength of petro dollar, poisonous faith and killing 
spree. Almost in all cases they were directly or tacitly nurtured by the us imperialism 
and its allies to suppress progressive movements and progressive governments. After 
destroying and grabbing Iraq, Saudi – us combine created ISIS to destroy syria to 
pressurize iran and shia groups in middle east. For common interest Erdogan’s turkey 
and israel supported it. Now the Frankenstein breathes and they have started ‘limited 
bombardment’ – same script in Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, Syria ….. 

We also condemn the drone and air raid on common people; forceful occupation 
of sovereign countries and states and economic blockade in middle east and other parts 
of Asia,  Africa, Latin America and east and Balkan Europe by us - nato - israel militarist 
- imperialist powers as well as positional hegemony and domination by russia and china 
on its neighbours. These are the major external factors of genesis of religious terrorism 
along with internal crises including poor economy, low level of education, 
unemployment, population boom and ill governance. 

The recent incidence of dhaka is the aftermath of long time rearing and appeasing of 
islamist terrorist forces by both bnp and awami league. In west bengal we are also 
sitting over a boiling cauldran where both tmc and cpm played the same role of bnp and 
awami league. And bjp is playing communal card only for polarization of hindu votes. 
Long streches of both sides of the lenghty and porous bangla border is a liberated zone 
for human and animal traffikers, smugglers, fake currency suppliers, criminals and 
islamist terrorists. From childhood children of poor peasant families are taken to the 
terror schools in lieu of food, money and promise of ‘heavanly abode’. Venom of osama 
bin laden and others are openly played in loud speakers in villages of rural west bengal 
and in urban ghettos. Communal riots in basirhat, canning, baishnabnagar etc. Were 
hushed up by both lf and tmc goverments, taslima was ousted by cpm with the help of 
idris ali and his goons, rioters were given berth in parliament and ministries. …. 

Basically these mercenaries are coward and weak parasites isolated from any 
constructive work, means of production and from the toiling mass of the people. To 
prevent and control them the people should come to the streets and pressurize the 
government to take positive steps on solving the basic problems of education, 
employment, price rise and over all economy and to form an effective mass surveillance 
and resistance against these brands of heinous terrorism which is fueld by imperialism, 
saudi petro dollar, the ruling classes of the sub-continent and their criminal – mafia 
apparatus.                                                             05.07.2016                                                          

 


